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BOOK SUMMARY

When dreams collapse . . .
Jon Peters had it all: record-breaking high school baseball pitcher, on the cover of Sports
Illustrated, a beautiful girlfriend.
He was going to play professional baseball. He was going to have everything he'd ever wanted.
Until a shoulder injury and four surgeries changed his life.
With dreams shattered, Jon struggled to find value and happiness. After years searching vainly to
make sense of it all, alcohol, a suicide attempt, deep-seated anger, and a failed marriage made
him feel even more desperate.
When new dreams come . . .
In the worst place of his life, he reached out and found help and hope. Trading in his old dreams
for beautiful new ones birthed out of the ashes of his past, he’s at last found value, fulfillment,
and purpose.
Now in When Life Grabs You by the Baseballs, Jon shares the secrets he’s learned to living a
happy life. His message is universal: no matter what dreams you've lost or what demons you’re
battling, you too can find hope, redemption, and joy.

AUTHOR BIO
From the time Jon Peters was six years old he wanted to play baseball. That’s pretty much all he
did. And he got really good at it. His dream was to be the best pitcher in the world.
In 1989, he became the United States’ record holder for the most consecutive wins (fifty-three)
by a high school pitcher, a record that still stands today. His high school career ended with a
record of fifty-four wins and one loss, along with three consecutive Class 4A State Baseball
Championships.
Jon is the first high school baseball player to grace the cover of Sports Illustrated. He has also
appeared on local and national media outlets such as CNN, Good Morning America, The Today
Show, ESPN, People, The Wall Street Journal, Houston Chronicle, and Dallas Morning News.
Following high school, Jon attended Texas A&M University on a baseball scholarship. After
enduring four arm surgeries and months of rehabilitation, he gave up his dream of pitching and
became an undergraduate assistant coach at A&M. He assisted in directing the 1993 A&M team
to the Southwest Conference Title and a berth in the College World Series. He has also coached
at Blinn College and McMurry University.
Jon has a B.S. (Texas A&M) and M.A. (Sam Houston) in kinesiology.
Jon is now business development manager with an oil and gas firm in the Houston area. His
relationship style of selling has enabled him to be at the top of the leader board. He also shares
his story about succeeding in the “game of life” as a speaker and writer.
Connect with Jon at JonPeters.org.

WHY THE MESSAGE IS IMPORTANT
If you have ever felt like you were less than, worthless, lonely, fat, depressed, and/or full of
shame and guilt, this book is for you. It’s perfectly okay to feel what you are feeling. You are not
alone. And you never have to feel that way again. I promise. And this book will prove it.
WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
“After his high school baseball career, Jon Peters experienced what many professional athletes
have faced when their careers are over. He has a unique story of being in the spotlight—an
eighteen-year-old, who broke a national pitching record and was featured on the cover of Sports
Illustrated. This book is about what Jon experienced during that time and afterward, going
through four arm surgeries and losing his dream. In this candid personal story, Jon shares his
struggles and disappointments and his desire to help other athletes overcome their challenges.”
—Nolan Ryan, former Major League Baseball pitcher, National Baseball Hall of Fame member,
and author of Throwing Heat: The Autobiography of Nolan Ryan

“Jon’s personal story is real, genuine, and powerful. He goes from reaching the top of the
mountain to falling to the bottom, only to rise again. The way he shares himself is an act of true
generosity. When Life Grabs You by the Baseballs is the story of a champion who never gave up
on himself and created a life that is truly admirable.” —Bo Eason, former NFL standout,
acclaimed Broadway playwright and performer, public speaker, and performance coach
“Jon Peters has written a raw and honest story about what it’s like to be on top of the world, but
to still feel empty inside. He reminds us that it’s often in our brokenness where God meets us and
offers us grace and redemption. You will find life, mercy, and hope as you read each page of his
story.” —Melanie Shankle, New York Times bestselling author of Nobody’s Cuter Than You
“Jon Peters says growing as a young pitcher was like being a snake. He got bigger and shed a
skin every year. He got stronger, but on the inside he still had the same nature. This powerful
story of soaring fame and the calamitous fall that followed ultimately winds its way to greater
glory from the inside out. It is a path that all of us must find in our own way.” —Larry Dierker,
former Major League Baseball pitcher, manager, broadcaster, and author of This Ain’t Brain
Surgery
“Insanely brave and courageous! This book is not just about baseball, this is about life. A selfless
act to be vulnerable with the sole purpose of helping others is remarkable. A must read.”
—Scott Nethery, former special assistant to the general manager of the Atlanta Braves
“How athletes are seen in the public eye is not necessarily who we really are. Jon Peters brings
transparency to the intimate feelings and issues a lot of us struggle with.” —Woody Williams,
former Major League Baseball pitcher with the Toronto Blue Jays, San Diego Padres, St. Louis
Cardinals, and Houston Astros
“When Life Grabs You by the Baseballs chronicles the life of a genuine high school baseball
prodigy who has an athletic mountaintop experience only to fall into the deepest valley life can
bring. It then shows the hope that can be found when he realizes no mountaintop is enough or no
valley can be escaped until we experience a life-changing relationship with Jesus Christ. It is a
must read for any athlete, parent, coach, or fan.” —Lee Driggers, former head baseball coach at
Brenham High School
SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Why did you write this book?
How did everything come together to complete this book?
Why do you think you felt the way you did for so many years?
What’s the solution to finding happiness?
Why do you think so many people struggle with this “happiness” thing?
In your opinion, what are three obstacles that people struggle with?
What would you tell someone who has lost hope? How can they find it?
How did you find your purpose? How do you know it’s your purpose?
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